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AECOM’s Canadian Infrastructure 
Benchmarking Initiative (CIBI) provides a 
strategic management model that local 
and regional municipalities can easily 
adopt to help manage, monitor, and 
improve infrastructure performance.
By leveraging the diverse and collective 
experience of municipal staff from across 
Canada, participants have access to years 
of institutional knowledge that they can 
mine for insights. The issues that one 
organization faces are rarely unique and, 
by working together in partnership with 
others, your organization does not need to 
face them alone.

Executive  
Summary

Benefits
 − An established group that provides for 

productive peer-to-peer relationships 
and open communication where 
everyone is working towards 
common goals.

 − Performance measures aligned with 
triple bottom line reporting techniques.

 − Confidential results that can be 
trusted. Results are not shared publicly 
unless desired, whereupon, they must 
first be blinded. This ensures that 
each participating organization is 
able to present their results within the 
context of their own unique operating 
environment.

 − Identification of opportunities to 
improve performance and the 
development of “Best Practices”. 
Participants can clearly see where they 
perform well and what areas to focus 
on for improvement.

 − A valuable tool for communicating 
to Council and other stakeholders 
regarding program needs.

 − Quality leadership – AECOM provides 
a broad depth of International and 
Canadian experience in addition to 
unequaled experience in the field of 
infrastructure benchmarking.
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Service Areas
The CIBI is an umbrella term used to 
encompass two former initiatives: 
the National Waster and Wastewater 
Benchmarking Initiative (NWWBI) 
and the National Transportation 
Benchmarking Initiative (NTBI).

The six service areas of the 
CIBI include:

1. Water Treatment
2. Water Utility & Distribution
3. Wastewater Treatment
4. Wastewater Utility & Collection
5. Stormwater
6. Roads

In addition, we are piloting a green 
infrastructure benchmarking module 
through the Green Infrastructure 
Leadership Exchange.

The Canadian Infrastructure 
Benchmarking Initiative 
continues to be the only 
public sector benchmarking 
program that includes all 
aspects of metric and process 
benchmarking.

6
Service Areas

8
Activities

15+
Discipline Experts

45+
Participants

Support
All participants will be supported 
by knowledgeable and experienced 
AECOM staff located across Canada. 
This allows us to work with your 
community in a familiar manner, and 
provide you with a broad base of 
program expertise.

Activities
Our benchmarking process runs on 
a yearly cycle. To deliver the most 
value to participants in today’s every 
changing landscape we are continually 
fine-tuning, refining, and refocusing 
each year to advance the state-of-the 
art in performance benchmarking.

Our eight project activities include:

1. Kick-off Webinar
2. Initial Data Collection and 

Verification
3. Summit Workshop
4. Evaluation of Draft Results
5. Presentation of Draft Results and 

Group Walk-Throughs
6. Final Data Collection and 

Verification
7. Process Surveys and Webinars
8. Prepare Final Benchmarking 

Comparisons and Produce 
Deliverables

Milestones & Deliverables
 − Access to fully customizable 

Microsoft Power BI dashboards that 
report benchmarking outcomes. 
Your participation will include a 
license to access the software using 
a unique CIBI account.

 − Process surveys and webinars 
deployed at the request of 
participants to gather a wide 
response of current practices and 
experiences.

 − Unlimited attendance at all in-
person and online workshops.

 − A comprehensive compendium of 
utility rate structures.

 − Attendance at a Summit Workshop
 − Executive Summary Reports
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Public expectations for transparency and service delivery have 
never been greater. As a result, municipalities across Canada 
are under increasing pressure to see how they can bolster 
public engagement all while, “doing more with less”. Oftentimes, 
improvement is possible in certain areas, but it is difficult to 
know where to start. Similarly, even if the starting point is 
known, it can be a painful process in trying to determine the 
most efficient path forward.
AECOM’s Canadian Infrastructure Benchmarking Initiative (CIBI) 
provides a strategic management model that local and regional 
municipalities can easily adopt to help manage, monitor, 
and improve infrastructure performance. The outcomes are 
already being applied by municipalities across Canada to make 
better decisions using objective and defensible information. In 
addition, by leveraging the diverse and collective experience of 
municipal staff from across Canada, participants have access to 
years of institutional knowledge that they can mine for insights. 
The issues that one organization faces are rarely unique and, by 
working together in partnership with others, your organization 
does not need to face them alone.

Introduction
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Benchmarking is widely 
accepted to be one of the 
most effective management 
tools organizations can use 
to advance and optimize 
their operations. 
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Municipal benchmarking in Canada started roughly 20 years when utility managers started to notice 
that public expectations for quality and service were increasing. However, at that time, there was no 
common industry-wide performance metrics for utilities. 

To help fill the gap, AECOM initiative a pilot study involving 4 utilities and the National Research Council of Canada. The pilot 
study proved to be a success and, not long after, the National Water and Wastewater Initiative (NWWBI) was formed.

Over the years, the NWWBI has grown from coast-to-coast to include more than 50 of Canada’s most progressive utilities. 
And, its participant base continues to increase today as more and more utilities become aware of the benefits to be gained. 
As a direct result of the efforts of all staff and participants involved, it is now considered to be the national standard for 
public infrastructure benchmarking and is well known internationally as an example of a highly effective benchmarking 
initiative. 

With new regulations forming around asset management, the interest in benchmarking and in establishing service levels 
has never been greater. In 2019, stemming from participant requests, AECOM leveraged its expertise in benchmarking to 
bring the same advantages to the transportation sector through the creation of the National Transportation Benchmarking 
Initiative (NTBI). Similar to the NWWBI, the NTBI has proven to be highly successful and AECOM created the CIBI brand to 
help integrate deliverables and promote inter-departmental collaboration.

History

What is the Canadian Infrastructure 
Benchmarking Initiative?

Our journey is not over 
and CIBI continues to 
evolve with each iteration 
to help advance the 
needs of the participants 
and aid in their quest for 
continuous improvement. 

Our Mission
To directly assist all public organizations to find better ways to deliver services. 

The Canadian Infrastructure Benchmarking Initiative 
(CIBI) is an umbrella term used to encompass two 
former initiatives - NWWBI and NTBI.
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Water 
Treatment

Wastewater 
Treatment

6
Service 
Areas

Water Utility & 
Distribution

Stormwater

Wastewater Utility & 
Collection

Roads
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45+
Participants

British Columbia
Capital 
Regional District
City of Burnaby
City of Coquitlam
City of Kamloops
City of Kelowna
City of Maple Ridge
City of 
North Vancouver
City of Penticton
City of Port Moody
City of Prince George
City of Surrey
City of Vancouver
City of Victoria
District of Squamish

City of Burlington
City of Cambridge
City of 
Greater Sudbury
City of Guelph
City of Hamilton
City of Kitchener
City of London
City of Markham
City of Richmond Hill
City of Thunder Bay
City of Waterloo
Region of Peel
Regional 
Municipality of Durham
Regional 
Municipality of Halton
Regional Municipality 
of Waterloo
Township of 
Collingwood
Windsor Utility 
Commission

Newfoundland 
and Labrador
City of St. John’s

Nova Scotia
Halifax Regional Water 
Commission

Regional District of 
Central Okanagan
Regional District 
of Nanaimo
Township of Langley

Alberta
Alberta Capital 
Region Wastewater 
Commission
City of Calgary
City of Lethbridge
City of Medicine Hat
City of Red Deer

Saskatchewan
Buffalo Pound WTP
City of Saskatoon

Manitoba
City of Brandon
City of Winnipeg

Ontario
City of Barrie
City of Brantford
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Why Benchmark?
Identify Performance Improvement 
Opportunities
Using the results, participants can quickly pinpoint 
operational areas to focus on for improvement, prioritize 
them, and set clear business goals. 

Establish Peer-to-Peer Networking 
Benchmarking encourages peer-to-peer information 
sharing and open communication where everyone is 
working towards common goals.

Implement Tangible Process 
Improvement Actions
Where “gaps” exist between a municipality’s performance 
and the best practices developed within the group, the 
group knowledge can provide the support needed to 
implement operational or policy changes.

Stay Current
Discover what technological advances other organizations 
are making and how they are responding to economic, 
societal, regulatory, and environmental changes.  

Motivate Change
Employees function best when they have clear goals and 

they can see that their work is important. Learning about 
other organizations helps rejuvenate employees and open 
their eyes to new ways of doing things.

Establish and Communicate 
Service Levels
Stakeholders are often unaware of the value public 
organizations provide. Establishing and communicating 
service levels is essential for effective public engagement 
so that expectations can be better aligned with service-
cost trade-offs.

Become More Proactive
 If used regularly and effectively, benchmarking can assist 
managers in shifting to a proactive management philosophy 
based on ongoing continuous improvement. Further, by 
monitoring trends in key business functions, managers 
can take proactive steps to avoid and resolve issues in the 
operating environment before they pose serious risk.

Secure Necessary Funding
Business cases benefit from having objective and quantified 
data. Benchmarking results can convey a powerful message 
regarding program needs and the funding required to 
maintain or increase current levels of service.
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Comprehensive
Address the entire business spectrum of services 
and understand the inter-relationship different 
service areas have on today’s management 
challenges.

Demonstrative
Help illustrate the activities and full lifecycle costs 
of providing services and reinforce the value 
public organizations provide to stakeholders.

Effective
Be the most effective and practical benchmarking 
exercise within any public works sector in 
the world.

How We Benchmark
We Aim to Be...
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The Canadian Infrastructure 
Benchmarking Initiative is built 
upon the concept of a common 
“Management Model”, where all 
participants achieve consensus 
on a similar set of overall 
strategic goals. 
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Strategic Goals

Provide a Mobile and 
Accessible System

Optimize System 
Condition

Provide a Safe and 
Productive Workplace

Provide Reliable Service 
and Infrastructure

Protect Public 
Health and Safety

Protect the 
Environment

Meet Service 
Requirements with 
Economic Efficiency

Have Satisfied 
and Informed 
Customers

Ensure 
Adequate Capacity

The strategic goals represent the business outcomes that each participating organization strives to achieve. With goal 
consensus, it is feasible, practical, and useful to benchmark all organizations over the common goal model, using a 
framework of metrics or key performance indicators (KPIs). This enables relationships to be established between what 
infrastructure managers can do to influence work (inputs) and the resulting effect of those efforts on achieving goals 
(outcomes). 

To ensure that data is collected on a like-for-like basis, we have developed standardized units and specific definitions for 
each KPI that have been fine-tuned through years of consultation with participating organizations. Certain KPIs are also 
broken down into several layers of detail to cater to different reporting levels within organizations and help participants 
identify the root cause of performance variances.
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Activities
Our benchmarking process runs on a yearly cycle. To deliver the most value to participants in today’s every changing 
landscape we are continually fine-tuning, refining, and refocusing each year to advance the state-of-the art in performance 
benchmarking. This enables us to meet the evolving objectives of our participants. Each successive year is designed to 
take participants into greater levels of detail within the management and operation of their organization and we regularly 
invest in new technologies to improve our processes so that we can guide participants to new levels of productivity. The 
eight key activities of the CIBI benchmarking process, along with their planned timings, are illustrated in the figure below. 
Each component is described in more detail on the following pages.

February – March: Activity 1
Kick-Off Webinar

April: Activity 3
Summit Workshop

October: Activity 5
Presentation of Draft Results and Group 

Walk-Throughs
October: Activity 6
Final Data Collection and Verification

March – June: Activity 2
Initial Data Collection and 
Verification

July – August: Activity 4
Evaluation of Draft Results

November – December: Activity 8
Prepare Final Benchmarking 
Comparisons and Produce Deliverables 

Activity 7
Conduct Process Surveys and Webinars

(Scheduled on demand 
throughout the year)

2023

2024
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Activity 1

The purpose of the kick-off webinar is to conduct a 
personalized orientation with new participants in order to 
introduce municipal staff to the project. This opportunity 
is also used to setup initial user accounts for the data 
collection portal and ensure that all municipal staff assigned 
to the project are clear as to their roles and responsibilities, 
and project deadlines. 

AECOM Tasks / Deliverables

 − Plan and organize all logistics related to the 
Summit Workshop.

 − Organize workshop discussions, surveys, or other 
requirement-gathering functions in advance of 
the workshop.

 − Facilitate workshop discussions.
 − Prepare necessary workshop materials and 

report outcomes.
 − Review the results of the benchmarking iteration in terms 

of objectives and recommend overall benchmarking 
process improvements for the next iteration.

 − Form task force groups based upon common needs.

Kick-off Webinar

Activity 2

Successful benchmarking requires high quality data. 
Because municipalities differ in terms of their internal 
organization and budgeting processes, gathering 
comparable data is the most challenging aspect of this 
project. To streamline the process, the CIBI uses a custom-
built online data portal. For ease of access, the portal can be 
securely accessed, and simultaneously edited, by different 
individuals within an organization.

AECOM Tasks / Deliverables

 − Make updates to the Data Portal based on feedback from 
participants.

 − Provide support to municipal staff in the assembly of the 
required data.

 − Maintain a Help Desk so participants have access 
to immediate assistance on all data and project 
related inquires.

 − Work closely with designated personnel from each 
municipality both by phone and e-mail to help ensure 
participants are able to complete data entry within the 
specified time frame.

Initial Data Collection and 
Verification

AECOM Tasks / Deliverables

 − Collect contact information for all municipal staff 
members / stakeholders.

 − Organize and schedule the webinar.
 − Prepare and deliver an introductory presentation.
 − Conduct a walk-through of the project IT systems and 

deadlines.

Activity 3

Summit Workshop
The emphasis of the Summit Workshop is on documenting 
specific process improvement case studies, put forth by 
participants. Where appropriate and applicable, the advice 
of recognized experts is featured. The workshop is also 
used to review the benchmarking methodology, framework, 
and results from the previous iteration with participants. 
AECOM’s experience is that the Summit Workshop provides 
a highly rewarding experience, and is a vital tool in the 
complete benchmarking process.

Note: existing participants may also request a kick-off 
webinar (for instance when new staff come onboard).
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The data submitted during the initial collection phase 
is reviewed and evaluated in detail by AECOM staff to 
identify any uncertainties, deviations, or data gaps. 

AECOM Tasks / Deliverables

 − Configure relational databases to facilitate a statistical 
analysis of the performance measures.

 − Create/update benchmarking dashboards using 
Business Intelligence Software (Power BI) – see Activity 8 
for more details.

 − Review draft results with the internal AECOM quality 
assurance team and identify items of interest including 
but not limited to: apparent data issues or gaps, 
outliers, inconsistencies, and other areas of interest as 
interpreted from the results.

Evaluation of  Draft 
Results

Activity 5

Once the evaluation is complete, the initial results will 
be presented virtually to a group of participants, with 
separate sessions taking place for each service area. 

AECOM Tasks / Deliverables

 − Coordinate with participants to schedule a review of the 
draft results.

 − Conduct a draft result walk-through meeting/webinar 
for each service area.

 − Using documented local factors and other information, 
begin identifying suggested action plans to 
address issues identified in the draft results walk-
through meeting. 

Presentation of Draft 
Results and Group Walk-
Throughs

Activity 4

Activity 6

Prior to the release of the final benchmarking results, 
participants are given the opportunity to correct any 
erroneous entries and/or fill any existing data gaps.

AECOM Tasks / Deliverables

 − Work closely with designated personnel from each 
participant both by phone and e-mail to close any 
identified data gaps.

 − Provide quality assurance of the data and obtain final 
sign-off from municipal staff.

Final Data Collection and 
Verification
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Activity 7

Process benchmarking involves recording 
qualitative data to gain more insight into the unique 
strategies and operating processes used by each 
benchmarking participant. Comparing and sharing this 
information provides additional context for the metric 
benchmarking results and helps to establish best 
practices for the management of infrastructure assets.

Process surveys and/or webinars are organized and 
scheduled at the request of participants. Requests may 
be made at anytime throughout the year.

AECOM Tasks / Deliverables

 − Define and communicate the survey methodology to 
participating municipalities.

 − Create and design surveys from participant requests and 
circulate to the benchmarking group.

 − Report outcomes of Process Surveys.
 − Organize and facilitate webinars to further explore topics 

of interest.

Conduct Process Surveys 
and Webinars

Activity 8

Benchmarking comparisons are achieved through a set 
of group and personalized graphs that are presented 
using a series of interactive dashboards. The creation 
of dashboards allows the benchmarking results to 
be presented in a compact and meaningful format. 
Furthermore, it allows participants to become their own 
data miners by enabling a quick and convenient drill-down 
into the results. The dashboards contain all performance 
measures; compared and sorted according to group values. 
Participants also have the option of filtering and/or sorting 
the benchmarking results by other local factors such as 
length of network, etc. 

Deliverables for the CIBI include the following:

1. Full use of interactive dashboards
2. One digital copy of an overall Executive Summary Report 

for the benchmarking group.
3. Secure access to project website and all project related 

materials, including surveys, webinars, and workshop 
materials.

AECOM Tasks / Deliverables

 − Update the benchmarking dashboards/graphs.
 − Train participants in the use of the dashboards.
 − Review data for group trends, management issues, 

suggestions for common continuous improvement 
initiatives, and other areas of common interest.

 − Generate performance results for the review of 
participants.

 − Configure the project website and benchmarking 
database for open access by participants.

 − Summarize content in a report format.

Prepare Final Benchmarking 
Comparisons and Produce 
Deliverables
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The CIBI has grown well beyond 
KPI graphs to include many other 
deliverables – all accessed through 
a secure, state-of-the-art virtual 
display room.

Deliverables
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With advanced analytics, we pinpoint important observations for you. Our dashboards are 
fully customizable - choose which organizations to benchmark against and display results in a 
manner that helps convey your unique story.

Metric Benchmarking Dashboards

Dashboards are built using Microsoft's Power BI software. Your participation will include a licence to access the 
software using a unique CIBI account.
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The AECOM benchmarking team facilitates the delivery of process surveys on behalf of participants. These surveys help 
your organizations get quick feedback from your peers on specific strategies you are considering. Any CIBI participant may 
request a survey and we begin by working with the originator to ensure that the questions lend themselves to form a short 
and focused survey. Examples of surveys completed in the past include:

Process Surveys

Process Benchmarking Tools 
and Outcomes
As a direct result of the will of our participants, we have extended our benchmarking efforts 
into process evaluation. In contrast to metric benchmarking which highlights “where we can 
improve”, process benchmarking provides the means to determine “how we can improve”. This 
is achieved through multiple steps that include surveys, webinars, and task force groups.

 − Jurisdiction Scan - Stormwater Incentives & Trees
 − Sodium Hypochlorite Dosing Pumps
 − Approved Products and Materials Standards
 − Water Price Incentives to Promote Urban Agriculture
 − Dedicated Stormwater Operators
 − Reviewing Cross Connection Control Programs
 − Water Customer Satisfaction Surveys
 − Live Tappings of Service Connections to the Water 

Distribution System
 − Stormwater Management Tanks
 − WWTP Federal E2 Regulation
 − Youth/Public Outreach

 − 4-Day Work Week
 − Municipal Street Sweeping
 − Use of Oil Lubricated Compressors at Water 

Treatment Plants and Issues with Membrane 
Contamination

 − Maintenance of Sewer Flow Meters
 − Software Used to Maintain Employee 

Training Databases
 − Stormwater Fee Billing & Exemptions
 − Lab Services – pH Probes and Analyzers
 − Policies for Water Main Repair & Meter Installations
 − Field Staff Schedules

In addition to surveys, we also deliver process webinars and task force group meetings in a virtual workshop setting. 
Process webinars are often initiated from surveys when it is found that there remains additional, more detailed questions 
to be answered. They are intended to provide a medium where participants can explore topics in greater detail, which 
contributes to a better understanding of complex issues and paves the way for task force groups. Similar to process 
surveys, process webinars are held on-demand, throughout the year. Examples of webinars completed in the past include:

 − Engaging Council and Residents on Stormwater 
Management

 − Concordia Research on Predicting Water Main Breaks: 
Summary, Wrap and Next Steps

 − Transportation Benchmarking 2022 Kick-off Meeting
 − Overview of the Benchmarking Data Portal

 − Reviewing Cross Connection Control Programs
 − Viewing Results on Power BI -Training Session
 − Estimated Service Lives & Financial Thresholds 

(Water and Road Infrastructure
 − Power BI Draft Results Reviews

Webinars and Task Force Group Meetings
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Summit Workshop
The Summit Workshop is a unique event that allows our participants to leverage knowledge 
from each other with the common backdrop provided by the benchmarking data. In contrast to 
other professional and trade association conferences, the emphasis of this event is workshop-
oriented, and its focus is process improvement.

Through small breakout sessions, you can adopt useful tools and techniques that help increase your 
organization’s productivity and stimulate continuous improvement. In addition, you can present your 
organization’s progress or problems in performance improvement, and collaborate with other participants to 
define best practices. Below is an example of what a single day of the Summit Workshop may look like.*

Breakfast

1.0 Greetings and Introductions

1.0 Welcome from Host City

Coffee Break

1.1 Introduction to 
Benchmarking: Review 
of Methodology, Per-
formance Measures, 

and Project Back-
ground

1.2 Driving Efficien-
cies through Automat-

ic Meter Reading
1.4 NWWBI 2018 

Stormwater Results 
Summary – Classify-
ing NWWBI KPIs and 

Levels of Service

1.5 Implementing an 
Asset Management 

Program in a Smaller 
Community

1.7 Biosolids Plants

1.3 Road Restoration 
Costs Following Water 

Main Repairs

1.6 Implementing a 
Sanitary Lateral Re-
placement Program

1.8 Wastewater Treat-
ment Optimization 

Strategies

Lunch

1.9 Customer Level of 
Service Task Force

1.10 Classifying 
Wastewater Collection 

KPIs and Levels of 
Service

1.12 Achieving Sus-
tainable Stormwater 

Program Funding

1.13 Analytics and 
Decision Making Case 

Study

1.14 Oil Spill Resil-
iency on the South 

Saskatchewan River

1.15 Classifying Water 
Distribution KPIs and 

Levels of Service

1.16 Moving Lift Sta-
tion Maintenance to 

the WWTP: Issues and 
Concerns

1.17 Stormwater Man-
agement Approaches 
for Growth Planning 
Near Sensitive Envi-
ronmental Features

1.18 Asset Manage-
ment Decision Sup-
port: Practices and 

Opportunities

1.19 Benchmarking 
Key Water Sector 

Trends

Coffee Break

1.20 Incorporating BI 
Tools

1.21 Maintenance 
Planning Task Force: 
Review of Objective 

Setting
1.22 Case Study

1.23 RCM Implemen-
tation in Wastewater 

Pumping Station

1.24 Storm System 
Discharges

1.29 Acoustic In-
spections of Gravity 

Sewers

1.26 Organizing for 
NWWBI Data Collec-

tion

1.25 Working with 
University to Update 

IDF Curves

1.30 Stormwater Op-
erations Management 

Model

1.28 Reducing NWWBI 
Data Collection Bur-
den: Strategies and 

Opportunities

*Online format may vary.
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Rates Compendium
Reviewed and updated annually by AECOM staff, the Compendium of Water, Wastewater and 
Stormwater Rate Structures is the most detailed comparison and analysis of rate structures 
produced in Canada or anywhere in the world.

Executive Summary Report
To assist our participants in identifying areas of interest and possible improvement, 
AECOM reviews the benchmarking results every year and organizes them into an executive 
summary report.
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Note: This graph shows only the 
volumetric component of the water 
rate structure, and does not include 
fixed charges

The report includes a thorough analysis of benchmarking data and identification of trends and observations 
that may provide some management or operational level information. The report is intended to help your 
organization in its continuous pursuit for performance excellence.

The data comes from member communities of the CIBI as well as additional Canadian urban centres. In addition 
to basic rate information, the compendium includes water and wastewater charges for average consumption 
as well as volumetric water rate structures for metered utilities. The compendium also includes a summary 
table of sewer surcharge rates and a summary table of stormwater rate studies.
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Fully Integrated Project Content 
Displayed on a State-of-the-Art 
Virtual Platform
Serving as the primary hub for all CIBI activities and deliverables, our Project Website takes 
advantage of the latest generation of technology to create a seamless digital environment. It 
comes with a user-friendly interface that guarantees easier access to CIBI content for a wide 
cross section of your organization. The website also incorporates a convenient single-sign-
on process that ensures you only need to login once to explore all the various interdependent 
software systems used to present CIBI deliverables.

The member’s only area of the website is reserved exclusively for CIBI participants and is thoughtfully designed 
with many unique features. Below are some features that we think you will be particularly interested in:

 − A three-dimensional virtual room where all facets of the CIBI project are on display using a collection of multi-
media kiosks.

 − Quick access to all survey and webinar recordings.
 − An advanced search function that enables users to explore years of institutional knowledge from municipal 

staff across Canada.
 − A direct link to AECOM’s Asset Management Training Portal where visitors can sign up for training that can 

lead to accreditation with the Institute of Asset Management (IAM).
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Help Desk Services and Admin Tools
It can be challenging sometimes to get up to speed with benchmarking, but you are not alone 
in this journey. AECOM operates a help desk to make sure your voice is heard. 

By simply clicking on the help desk kiosk, you can reach out to us at anytime to ask questions or leave feedback. 
Upon receipt of your inquiry, our team will get back to you to provide technical support, to troubleshoot 
problems, or to guide you through specific tasks and actions.

In addition to the help desk, the following admin tools can also be found on the Project Website:

 − A complete participant directory with key contacts from each participating organization.
 − Project announcements (stayed tuned as we explore ways for visitors to subscribe to announcements).
 − Project Calendar and Roadmap
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It’s about improvement, 
not about “who’s better 
than who”.
The benchmarking 
participants have understood 
from the outset that there 
are fundamental differences 
that make direct comparisons 
between municipalities 
difficult. The focus of the 
project has, therefore, always 
been on metrics and the 
processes that underlie 
performance outcomes. This 
way, an open forum is created 
whereby municipal managers 
can participate in and share 
their own management 
experiences knowing that 
their results are viewed within 
the context of their unique 
operating environment.

We measure what’s 
needed, not what’s 
easy.
The CIBI provides a robust 
framework that includes 
a comprehensive suite 
of detailed performance 
measures. Through extensive 
consultation with municipal 
participants, these indicators 
were developed to measure 
attainment of all relevant 
municipal goals, at all levels 
within an organization (CAO, 
managerial, supervisorial, and 
operational). These indicators 
illuminate meaningful trends 
and allow municipalities to 
link performance to those 
individuals that are best able 
to influence performance 
through their daily actions. 

The Canadian Infrastructure 
Benchmarking Initiative continues 
to be the only public sector 
benchmarking program that includes 
all aspects of metric and process 
benchmarking.

Results are presented 
using the latest 
business intelligence 
tools (Power BI). 
To fully convey the story 
behind the numbers, 
benchmarking results are 
presented through a series 
of group and personalized 
graphs. Participants are 
able to view the graphs via 
interactive dashboards 
that permit the viewer more 
control over how the results 
are displayed. KPIs can be 
alternated at the click of a 
button and results can be 
sorted and/or filtered using 
customizable parameters 
based on local factors such 
as annual snowfall, network 
size, population, etc.  

Our Unique Approach
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We tap the right 
metrics to help 
you make the right 
decisions. 
Through on-line customer 
surveys and one-on-one 
consultation with our clients, 
we are continually obtaining 
feedback on all aspects of 
the project so that we can 
adjust the project to suit your 
needs. This way we are able 
to identify the key information 
needs of your municipality 
and can structure our 
benchmarking program to 
investigate certain aspects in 
greater detail.

We streamline the data 
collection process.
All benchmarking programs 
require data collection, 
and without the right tools, 
the process can be overly 
burdensome and resource 
intensive. Our handy online 
data portal, coupled with 
user-friendly resources, 
simplifies the process and 
ensures that all pertinent 
municipal staff are able 
to access the data, share 
information, document 
sources, and simultaneously 
provide edits at anytime, on 
any computer.

We involve your 
implementers.
Our convenient online data 
collection platform and 
result dashboards puts all 
the benchmarking tools 
at the fingertips of your 
municipal staff. This not only 
facilitates the benchmarking 
process, it also allows wider 
organizational involvement 
and greater buy-in to the 
project as a whole.

Data quality is key.
A key distinguishing factor of 
this benchmarking initiative 
is the quality and level of 
detail of the data used to 
derive the many performance 
measures. Comprehensive 
definitions for each measure 
ensure that participants are 
recording comparable data. 
In addition, AECOM employs 
advanced machine learning 
algorithms to continually 
check for data errors. Quality 
assurance personnel conduct 
further reviews in order to 
correct any inconsistencies 
or mistakes.

We help municipalities 
advance by 
establishing and 
sharing best practices. 
We know that metric 
benchmarking on its own 
will not result in improved 
practices and this is why 
we also focus our efforts 
on process benchmarking. 
Qualitative data is gathered 
through workshops, surveys 
and task force meetings and 
the outcomes are compared 
with the aim of establishing 
best practices. In contrast 
to metric benchmarking 
which can be used to easily 
pinpoint opportunities for 
improvement, process 
benchmarking helps 
organizations close their 
performance gaps by 
providing a path forward.

Results are 
confidential.
Each organization has its 
own set of unique operating 
constraints and we recognize 
the importance of providing 
context when sharing 
benchmarking results. For 
this reason, benchmarking 
outcomes are not shared 
outside of the participant 
group. Should an organization 
wish to display the results 
in a pubic forum, they must 
first ‘blind’ them so that 
no organization may be 
identified, or obtain the 
permission of the other 
participants included.
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Fees
AECOM charges an all-inclusive flat fee for participation in benchmarking. Fees are based on the extent of the 
infrastructure being benchmarked (e.g., number of treatment plants, etc.).  Discounts are offered if municipalities 
participate in two or more of the service modules (wastewater, water, stormwater, or transportation).  The 
schedule of fees is presented below. 

Wastewater Utility Benchmarking (excl. tax):

Base Contribution for all Participants $3,500
Pipe System $5,200
Treatment Plant (one only) $4,900
Additional Treatment Plants $1,500

Water Utility Benchmarking (excl. tax):

Base Contribution for all Participants $3,500
Pipe System $5,200
Treatment Plant (one only) $4,900
Additional Treatment Plants $1,500

Stormwater Utility Benchmarking (excl. tax):
Drainage System $3,800
“Stormwater Only” Surcharge1 $5,200

1Applies only if a participant is not part of the water or wastewater program.

Transportation Benchmarking (excl. tax):

Roadway System $9,800

Multi-Program Discount
AECOM has found that leverage occurs when a city participates in more than one of the benchmarking 
programs. Accordingly, in such cases, the following discount formula will be applied to the fees:

 − One Program (Wastewater, Water, Stormwater, or Transportation): The fee is as stated.
 − Two Programs: Total fee as stated with a 10% discount.
 − Three or More Programs: Total fee as stated with a 15% discount.

Enrolment
To participate please sign, scan, and email the accompanying Participation Form to nancy.hill@aecom.com 
for processing. We also welcome the use of your own local form of agreement if preferred. Confirmation of 
participation is required prior to April, 2023.

Project fees can be paid in a single instalment or in three lump sum payments. Fees paid in a single instalment 
will be invoiced at the beginning of the project. If the fee is paid in three instalments, the first will be invoiced at 
the commencement of the project, the second at 50% completion, and the third at completion.  

Note: licensing fees for Power BI are included with participation. The accompanying attachment, “Participation Form”, will 
automatically calculate the total fee for you based on your selections. 
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Standard of Care
AECOM will perform all professional services in accordance with the standard of care customarily observed by 
professional consulting firms performing similar services at the same time and location. The standard of care 
will include adherence to all applicable published standards of the profession and laws, regulations, by-laws, 
building codes and governmental rules. In no event, however, will AECOM be liable for indirect or consequential 
damages including without limitation loss of use or production, loss of profits or business interruption.

If performance of the Services is affected by causes beyond AECOM’s reasonable control (“Force Majeure”), the 
project schedule and the compensation shall be equitably adjusted to compensate AECOM for any reasonable 
increase in the time and costs necessary to perform the services. Force Majeure shall include, but not be 
limited to “acts of God”, abnormal weather conditions or other natural catastrophes, war, terrorist attacks, 
sabotage, computer viruses, riots, strikes, lockouts or other industrial disturbances, pandemics, epidemics, 
health emergencies, viruses (e.g., SARS Cov-2), disease (e.g., COVID-19), plague, quarantine, travel restrictions, 
discovery of hazardous materials, differing or unforeseeable site conditions, acts of governmental agencies or 
authorities (whether or not such acts are made in response to other Force Majeure events).

Information Exchange and Confidentiality
The results of the benchmarking initiative are used within the group for the sole purpose of individual and group 
performance improvement and education. As such, the results of this project are “Commercial Confidential” 
and are not to be shared outside of the confines of the participant group. Participants are required to keep the 
data, dashboards, and Executive Summary Report confidential to their organization. In situations where an 
organization wishes to publicly review their performance in comparison with other municipalities individually, or 
with the entire group, the organization is required to “blind” the results so that individual municipalities cannot 
be identified by name. Subsets of participants (e.g. a group of municipalities from a single province) may also 
compare their data in a public forum or report, provided all the subset participants agree and that no data from 
the remaining participants is disclosed. The precise extent to which confidentiality extends can be reviewed 
with group consensus on an annual basis.
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For more information please contact:
Nancy Hill, P. Eng.
CIBI Project Manager
M +1-604-790-1637
nancy.hill@aecom.com

About AECOM
AECOM is the world’s premier infrastructure firm, delivering professional 
services throughout the project lifecycle – from planning, design and 
engineering to consulting and construction management. We partner with 
our clients in the public and private sectors to solve their most complex 
challenges and build legacies for generations to come. On projects 
spanning transportation, buildings, water, governments, energy and the 
environment, our teams are driven by a common purpose to deliver a 
better world. AECOM is a Fortune 500 firm with revenue of approximately 
$20.2 billion during fiscal year 2019. See how we deliver what others can 
only imagine at aecom.com and @AECOM.

nationalbenchmarking.com
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